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Precautions

1

A. Mind below operations:

      a. Don't rotate drive parts (especially gears) reversely by hand force, or the drive parts may be damaged. The correct way is to 
drive the mechanism by motor via debug function of the controller.

      b. Don't pull the electric wire while dismounting electronic parts, or the parts may be damaged.

      c. Please end the program immediately when any mechanical movement is stuck during debugging. Check the model and 
program  for making sure drive parts won't be damaged.

B. Common steps that should be followed during project designing:

      a. Model building: Don't install electric wires during model building, since lengths of wires are relatively large and may block 
some parts. But users are suggested to have the wires electronic parts mounted, if the electronic parts are not easily to be 
wire-mounted after model is built.                          

      b. Testing of drive parts: Before writing the program, please debug drive parts seperately using the debug function of the 
controller. This helps to distinguish the ineffectiveness of the model built during program debugging: program goes wrong? or drive 
parts go wrong?  During testing of drive parts, record the moving directions when motors rotate positively and negatively.

      c. Mounting electric wires: Install  wires to related electronic parts, while inserting other ends of the wires to the controller. Please 
remember port numbers that are linked to, this helps you get clear which ports should be used during program writing. If 
electromagnet is used, make sure it can be detected during project running.

      d. Progarmming: Programming for the model is, in nature, the operation of different ports on the controller. So make sure you 
have recorded each port used: port number, where it's used. Users are suggested to write and verify the program of a complex 
model step by step, or it may be difficult to find the errors of the model and program after they are all finished. Users should learn 
to use executors such display screen, buzzer to find errors occured, since they obvious behaviors helps a lot to find where errors 
are.
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1  Helicopter

1  Helicopter

1

cube x28 half cube x12 slope cube x7

small slab x2 cube connector x11 short bolt x2

tube R40 x2 tiny A connectorx4 ladder x7

52-tooth gear x1 tube S80 x1 slide bearing x2

motor x1 motor wire x1 controller x1



1  Helicopter

2

1 2

x2x1x7 x2 x1

(R40) (R40)

x2x1x7 x2 x1



1  Helicopter

3

3 4x2

x2x6 x2 x2x2



1  Helicopter

4

5 6

x2x2x1 x1 x1



1  Helicopter

5

7 8x2

x2x4x4 x2 x2 x2 x4



1  Helicopter

6

9 10

x1x1x1 x1

(20)

x1x1x2 x1

(S80)(20)



1  Helicopter

7

11

x4 x1

(52)



1  Helicopter

8

12

DC 0

A. Reference File (in CD):
   a. Program: 1. Helicopter.flw
   b. Video: 1. Helicopter.mp4

B. Learning Goals
   a. Be famil iar with structural and 

connecting parts inside the kit; Master basic 
building methods of project models;

   b. Learn to master the “start” and 
“stop” operation, as well as to control the 
speed of a motor;

   c. Master the relation between DC port 
numbers on the controller and parameters of “Motor” block in the software, 
as well as the relation between I/O ports and I/O parameters in the software.

   d. The program is implemented in up-down sequence.

C. Debug Instructions
   a. Once the program is implemented, the airscrew will start its 

rotation. When controller is reset, the airscrew will stop it rotation.
   b. Try to change the speed and rotating direction of the airscrew by 

revising parameter of the “Motor” block.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block near the “|Main” block in the reference program.



2  Windlass

2  Windlass

9

1# slab x2 3# slab x1 short bolt x1

middle L connector x4 middle A connector x2 28-tooth gear x1

worm x1 tube S55 x1 hub x1

bearing x2 spindle combinationx1 motor x1

motor wire x1 controller x1



2  Windlass

10

1 (20)

x1x1x1x2x1x1



2  Windlass

11

2

x1

3

x1

(S55)

x1x4x2

(28)

x1 x2



2  Windlass

12

4
A. Reference File
a. Program: 2.Windlass.flw
b. Video: 2. Windlass.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Become familiar with drive parts and their corresponding building 

methods. In this project, worm and 28-tooth gear are used. Worm drive is 
capable of self-locking and anti-reversing.

b. Users can also use “Key Detection” to control the movement of a 
motor. Users can take keys on the controller as sensors except the “ESC” 
controller.

c. “If…else…” sentence is used in this program. So master it.
d. Question: Why the program has to run inside “while(1)” condition of 

an “Infinite Loop” block?

C. Debug Instructions
a. Short press left and right key respectively on the controller to decide 

the rotating direction of a motor; Short press “Enter” key to stop the motor. 
Please note that long pressing of the “Enter” key will have the controlled shut 
down.

b. Revise the program to realize below behaviors: long press left and 
right key respectively to control the rotating direction of the motor, and when 
the pressed key is released, the motor will its rotation. During program 
revising, try to understand “else if” sentence, which in reality is the nested 
use of “if…else…” sentence.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to “Main” block in the reference program.

DC 0



3  Centrifuge
3  Centrifuge

13

cube x4 half cube x2 small slab x2 1# slab x2

4# slab x1 short bolt x1 middle Lconnector x6 ladder x4

12-tooth gear x1 52-tooth gear x1 12-tooth coupler x1 tube S55 x1

tube S80 x2 tube SR40 x2 tube RS20 x1 slide bearing x8

bearing x4 spindle combinationx1 1:1 gear case B x1



3  Centrifuge

14

1 2

x1x2x1 x1x1x1

(12)

x2x1



3  Centrifuge

15

3 4

x1x2 x1 x1

(52) (S80)

x1



3  Centrifuge

16

5x2

6x2

7

x2x2 x2 x2 x1x1 x2

(SR40)(20)

x2 x8



3  Centrifuge

17

8 9

x1

(S80) (RS20)

x1x1x2

(S55)

x1 x1



3  Centrifuge

18

9
A. Reference File (in CD):
a. Program: None;
b. Video: 3.Centrifuge.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Understand structural parts, connecting parts and drive parts. Master 

their functions and building methods.
b. Understand what “centrifugal force” is.
c. In this program, 12-tooth gear and 52-tooth inner gear are combined 

to achieve the effect of speed acceleration. Try to figure out handle-hammer 
rotation ratio. Is it in this way: 52/12=4.33?

d. Understand and master the functions of gear boxes.
 
C. Debug Instructions
a. Revise the manually controlled device to be an electrically controlled 

one. If it’s revised to be an electric one, it needs speed acceleration or speed 
reduction? Tell us your design. 

D. Wiring related: None



4  Traffic light

4  Traffic light

19

1

red

yellow

green

cube x3 slope cube x1

2# slab x1 long square tube x1

red light x1 green light x1

yellow light x1 controller x1



4  Traffic light

20

2
A. Reference File
a. Program:4.Traffic light.flw
b. Video: 4.Traffic light.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Preliminarily master the names and functions of electronic parts in the kit. 

Master the use of LED.
b. Learn to use “LED” block in the software to control the LED linked to the 

respective I/O port on the controller.
c. Master the use of “New subprogram” sentence in VJC software, and can tell 

the functions and features of “Subprogram” block.

C. Debug Instructions
a. When the green light is turned on, the red LED should not flash.
b. Some traffic lights are aligned horizontally, while others vertically. How to 

change the vertically aligned traffic lights to horizontally aligned ones? Is it possible to 
realize the change without revising the program?

c. Understand the concept of robots initially: Robots are integrations of 
mechanics, electronics, control systems, etc. For a robot, mechanical parts form its 
body. Applied electronic parts include sensors (for data logging) and actuators (for 
making movements), which rely on the control system to coordinate their working. 
Control system consists of controller and user program, in which controller is the 
running environment and user program is the reflection of human logic.

d. Understand that making a program for robot is actually operations to ports on 
the controller. If users want to have their project work well, they should make sure the 
interface protocol of hardware should be the same as that of user program. 

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to “Readme” block 

adjacent to “Main” block in the user program.

red light  I/O  0

yellow light  I/O  1

green light  I/O  2



5  Magnetic secret key

5  Magnetic secret key

21

half cube x1 small slab x8 1# slab x4

4# slab x1 short bolt x2 middle L connectorx6

middle H connectorx5 tube S20 x4 magnetic switch x2

green light x1 magnet x2 controller x1



5  Magnetic secret key

22

1 (S20)

x2x4x8

2

x5x4x1x2

S20magnet



5  Magnetic secret key

23

3 4

x1

(green)

x1x1 x2 x2

(20)

x1 x2



5  Magnetic secret key

24

5
A. Reference File
a. Program: 5.Magnetic secret key.flw
b. Video: 5. Magnetic secret key.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master how to use multiple sensors and 

actuators cooperatively in one project.
b. Master the use of magnetic sensors, learn 

the features of digital sensors.
c. Master the use of “Tone” block as well as 

its features.

C. Debug Instructions
a. The green light will be turned on only when 

the key is inserted correctly. When a key is 
inserted incorrectly, the green light will not make 
any response and the project will make beeps.

b. Increase or reduce one group of magnetic 
sensor and magnet to restructure the project. 

c. Question: How to finish the program with a judgment block, when two groups of 
magnetic sensors and magnets are used? Explore the use of “And”, “Or” and “Not”.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to “Readme” block 

adjacent to “Main” block in the reference program.

I/O  0

I/O  1

I/O  2



6  Carrier belt

6  Carrier belt

25

cube x1 1# slab x6 middle L connectorx2

middle H connectorx6 middle A connector x1 12-tooth gear x1

28-tooth gear x1 tube SR20 x1 tube SR40 x2

tube RS20 x1 belt x1

belt wheel x2 slide bearing x4 bearing x1

5:1 gear case x1 1:1 gear case Bx1 motor x1

motor wire x1 controller x1



6  Carrier belt

26

1 2

x6x3

(RS20)(SR40)(SR20)(28)(12)

x2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2



6  Carrier belt

27

3 4

x2 x1x1x1x1x1x2 x1x3



6  Carrier belt

28

5

DC 0

A. Reference File
a. Program: 6.Carrier belt.flw
b. Video: 6.Carrier belt.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a .  M a s t e r  t h e  u s e  o f  b e l t  d r i v e  

mechanism. Think about the rotation of the 
belt:  does posit ive rotat ion or negative 
rotation fasten the upper part of the conveyor 
belt.

b. Master the use of 5:1 reduction gear 
box and features of the gear box. Understand 

the concept of reduction ratio. 

C. Debug Instructions
   a. Long press left and right key respectively to control the rotation 

direction of the conveyor belt. Once the pressed key is released, the 
conveyor belt will stop its rotation.

   b. If you have the program for “Windlass” , you can try it for this 
project. For project “Windlass” and “Carrier belt” , their programs are 
universal.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to “Main” block in the reference program.



7  Rotating workbench

7  Rotating workbench

29

cube x26 4# slab x1

cube connector x6 short bolt x7

middle L connectorx3 5:1 gear case x4

1:1 gear case Bx1 magnetic switch x1

yellow light x1 motor x1

motor wire x1 magnet x5

controller x1



7  Rotating workbench

30

1

x3x8 x1



7  Rotating workbench

31

2

x1x1x1x1

(yellow)

x1x1x4x2x2x5

Magnet



7  Rotating workbench

32

3

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

x4x4

(20)

x4x13



7  Rotating workbench

33

4

x1

(20)



7  Rotating workbench

34

5

DC 0

I/O 0

I/O 1
A. Reference File
a. Program: 7.Rotating workbench.flw
b. Video: 7.Rotating workbench.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the cooperative use of multiple 

gear boxes, as well as the design philosophy.
b. Master the use of “Condition Loop” 

sentence.
c. Master the concept of one operation 

circle.
C. Debug Instructions

a. The workbench will stop its rotation for 3 seconds once its fan blade 
moves to a second station, and the green light is turned on simultaneously. 
When 3 seconds are over, the controller will beep for 0.5 second to inform 
people the workbench will start rotating again. And when the rotation starts 
rotating again, the green light is turned off at the same time. 

b. When magnetic sensor finds a magnet of the fan blade, the return 
value of the sensor changes to 1 from 0; similarly, the value will change to 0 
from 1 when the fan blade (magnet inserted) goes beyond the sensing range 
of a magnetic sensor.

c. Question: Does the value change of the magnetic sensor vary in 
below cycle: 0→1→0?  To realize this, two “While” sentences should be used 
in the program. Users can refer to the reference program for help.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can refer to “Readme” 

block adjacent to “Main” block in the reference program.



8  Blender

8  Blender

35

cube x9 half cube x1 small slab x2 1# slab x2

middle L connectorx5

tiny A connectorx4

4# slab x1

tube R80 x2 5:1 gear case x3 1:1 gear case Ax1

1:1 gear case Bx2 magnetic switch x1 touch sensor x1 red light x1

green light x1 motor x1 motor wire x1 magnet x1

controller x1

short bolt x1cube connector x2



8  Blender

36

1 2

x1

(green)

x1x1x2 x4x1x1

green



8  Blender

37

3

4x2

5

x1x2x1x1x6

x2x2x2

x1x1x1x3x1

(red)

Magnet



8  Blender

38

6 7

x2

(R80)

x1



8  Blender

39

8

x1

(20)

x1 x1 x1



8  Blender

40

9

I/O 3 (green)
I/O 1 (magnetic switch)

I/O 0 

I/O 2 (red)
DC 0

A. Reference File
a. Program: 8.Blender.flw
b. Video: 8.Blender.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the design for achieving 

multi-way output brought by one-way input. 
b. Master the debounce method of the 

touch switch, as well as the use of “Break” 
block in the software.

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the program starts running, the green light will be turned on in 

case that the touch switch is pressed. If the touch switch is released in this 
circumstance, the motor will stop it rotation immediately; similarly, if the 
stirring head is lifted, the red light will be turned on and the motor will stop 
rotation at once.

b. Revise the program by replacing “Infinite Loop” and “Break” with 
“Condition Loop”.

c. Delete “Wait” blocks listed before “Condition Loop” blocks in the 
program. Check and see what may happen when you run the revised 
program.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Uses can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 

program.



9  Washing machine
9  Washing machine

41

cube x23 half cube x4 slope cube x4 1# slab x4

3# slab x1 cube connector x7 short bolt x3 middle L connectorx12

middle A connectorx2 tiny A connectorx6 tube R80 x1 5:1 gear case x2

1:1 gear case Ax2 1:1 gear case Bx1 magnetic switch x1 touch sensor x1

red light x1 green light x1 motor x1 motor wire x1

magnet x1 controller x1



9  Washing machine

42

1 2

x6 x6x3



9  Washing machine

43

3

x1x2x1x1

(R80)(20)



9  Washing machine

44

4 5

x1x2x4

(20)

x2 x1

Magnet

x2x1



9  Washing machine

45

6

x2



9  Washing machine

46

7 8

x1x2x2x1x1x1 x1 x1x1x2x4x1

(red)

x1

(green)

x1x6

red 

green



9  Washing machine

47

9 10



9  Washing machine

48

(20)11 12

x6 x1x3x4



9  Washing machine

49

x1

13



9  Washing machine

50

14

DC 0

I/O 0 

I/O 1 (red)

I/O 2 (green)

I/O 3

A. Reference File
a. Program: 9.Washing machine.flw
b. Video: 9.Washing machine.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Think about the structual design of the 

project if there is not enough space left for the 
provided project model.

C. Debug Instructions
a. Press the touch switch of the washer 

after the program is running, the red LED will 
be turned on. If the cover of the washer is opened (magnet not detected) 
while roller is rotating, the motor of the washer will stop its operation. When 
the cover is closed in above situation, the roller will start working again and 
the green LED will be turned on.

b. The status of the red LED indicates the status of the power supply. 
Status of the green light indicates the status of washer roller. Since the 
project is just a simulation of a real washer, it can’ t reflect the soaking, 
washing and drying process.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 

program.



10  Strong light scanner
10  Strong light scanner

51

cube x17 half cube x2 4# slab x1

short bolt x2 middle L connectorx4 tiny A connectorx6

tube R40 x1 short square tube x1 5:1 gear case x4

1:1 gear case Bx1 magnetic switch x2 light sensor x1

motor x1 motor wire x1 magnet x1

controller x1



10  Strong light scanner

52

1x2 2

x4x6 x1



10  Strong light scanner

53

3

4x2 5

x1x2x4x1

x2 x4 x2

Magnetic switch



10  Strong light scanner

54

6 7

8

Magnet

x1 x1x2x1x3



10  Strong light scanner

55

10

9 11

x1

(40)

x1x1 x1

x1x1

x1 x1

(R40)

x3



10  Strong light scanner

56

12

DC 0

I/O 0 (light sensor)

I/O 1

I/O 2

A. Reference File
a. Program: 10.Strong light scanner.flw
b. Video: 10.Strong light scanner.mp4

B. Learning Goals
   a. Learn the use the analog sensors
   b. Understand the use of “Calculate” block
   c. Learn to use the motion-limiting function of the magnetic sensor

C. Debug Instructions 
   a. After the program starts running, implement “Reset, Scan and Search” 

behaviors successively. After “Reset” and “Scan” operation finished, press the “Enter” 
key to start the next behavior. 

      1) Reset: Magnet moves close to the upper magnetic sensor.
      2) Scan: Magnet moves from upper magnetic sensor to the lower magnetic 

sensor, while recording the largest the largest light value during the moving.
      3) Search: Magnet moves anticlockwise from the lower sensor to the upper one. 

During the movement, the magnet will stop moving if it finds a light value no less than the 
recorded maximum light value. If not so, the magnet keeps its movement until it goes to 
the position where the upper magnetic sensor is fixed.

   b. Question: Return value of analog sensor varies all the time. In the reference 
program, we have reduced the recorded value a bit. If the recorded vale is not reduced a 
certain value, what may happen?

   c. Question: The moving of the magnet may not be very smooth, since there are some gaps inside the gearbox used. If we set the 
lower magnetic sensor as the reset magnetic sensor, what may happen? 

   d. Notes: In projects where multiple motors are used, users are suggested to write mark the rotation direction of the motor when 
related speed value is positive, since it helps for debugging. Users can mark the direction using a “Readme” block in the program.

D. Wiring should be done as below, users can also refer to the “Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the 

reference program.



11  ATM

11  ATM

57

cube x7 half cube x5 1# slab x2 2# slab x2

4# slab x5 short bolt x2 middle L connectorx22 middle H connectorx2

12-tooth gear x1 28-tooth gear x1 tube S20 x1 tube S40 x2

bearing x3 gear combination x1 5:1 gear case x1 1:1 gear case Bx1

light sensor x1 red light x1 green light x1 motor x1

motor wire x1 controller x1



11  ATM

58

1x2 2

x2 x4 x1 x4



11  ATM

59

3 4

x2x3x6

(20) (S40)

x2 x1



11  ATM

60

5x2 6

x2 x4 x1x1x1 x1 x1 x1



11  ATM

61

7 8

x1

(S20)

x1

(12) (12/28)

x1 x1

(28)

x1 x1



11  ATM

62

9

10

11

x1 x1 x1

x4x1

x1 x3 x2



11  ATM

63

12 13

x1



11  ATM

64

14 15

x1 x1 x1

(green)



11  ATM

65

16

x1x1

(red)

red



11  ATM

66

17

I/O 0 (red light)

I/O 2 (green light)

DC 0

I/O 1 (light sensor)

A. Reference File
a. Program: 11.ATM.flw
b. Video: 11.ATM.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a .  Mas te r  the  use  o f  ana log  

sensors
b. Master the use of EEPROM
c. Master the use of “Calculate” 

block

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the program starts running, the ATM will reset itself firstly. 

Then when the light sensor detects that sth is inserted, the cashbox 
will be opened automatically. When the “sth” is taken away, the 
cashbox will be closed automatically.

b. Before opening and closing the cashbox, the program will 
detect the state of the cashbox and then make a judgment. To realize 
this, “Calculate” block should be used to make some records.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

the “Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 

program.



12  Auto-lathe
12  Auto-lathe

67

cube x55 small slab x1half cube x5 4# slab x1

cube connector x12 small A connector x6 tiny A connectorx4

tube R40 x1 ladder x4 tube S20 x2 tube S80 x1

hub x1 leading screw x1 5:1 gear case x2 1:1 gear case Ax2

1:1 gear case Bx1 magnetic swithc x2 motor x1 motor wire x1

magnet x2 controller x1

short bolt x10



12  Auto-lathe

68

1x4

3

2

x1x1x2x16

x1x1x1

(20)

x2x3



12  Auto-lathe

69

4

5

x12

x12



12  Auto-lathe

70

6

x6



12  Auto-lathe

71

7

x4x1

8



12  Auto-lathe

72

9

10

Small A connector

Magnet

small A connector

11

x2x1x4 x3

(20)

x2x2x3 x2

x2

(S20)

x1 x1 x2x1



12  Auto-lathe

73

12

x1

(20)



12  Auto-lathe

74

13

x1x1x1x5

(S80)(20) 14

x1x1x1x2x1x1x1x1x3

(R40)



12  Auto-lathe

75

15



12  Auto-lathe

76

16



12  Auto-lathe

77

x1x1x2x1

17



12  Auto-lathe

78

18

I/O 0

DC 0

I/O 1

A. Reference File
a.Program: 12.Auto-lathe.flw
b.Video: 12.Auto-lathe.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the use of lead screws
b. Understand the basic working principle of a real “Auto-lathe”

C. Debug Instructions
   a. After the program starts running, the workpiece (Tube R40) will rotate. In the meantime, Tube S20 will move back and forth 

horizontally. When each back-forth loop is finished, users should press “Enter” key to continue the processing. 

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to the “Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the 

reference program.



13  Autor-door
13  Autor-door

79

cube x1 half cube x4 girder 300 x1 3# slab x1 4# slab x5

cube connector x4 short bolt x6 long bolt x2 middle L connectorx3 middle H connectorx4

14-tooh gear x1 rack x3 slide bearing x4 guide wheel x4 5:1 gear case x2

1:1 gear case Bx1 magnetic switch x2 touch sensor x2 red light x1 green light x1

yellow light x1 motor x1 motor wire x1 magnet x1 controller x1



13  Autor-door

80

1 (300) (30)

x3x1x1x1

②

③

①



13  Autor-door

81

2 3

x2x2x2

(20)

x1

Magnetic switch



13  Autor-door

82

x2 x1x2x1

(14)

x1

4 5

x2x1x1x1 x1 x1



13  Autor-door
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6 7

x2 x4

Magnet

x2 x1x2x1

(20)
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8
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9 10

x2x2x2 x2 x1

(red) (green)(yellow)

x1 x1 x1

red

yellow

green
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11

x1x3x1

(20) (30)
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12
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13

DC 0

I/O 0 I/O 3 

I/O 2

I/O 5 
(green)

I/O 4 
(yellow)

I/O 6 
(red)

I/O 1 

A. Reference File
a. Program: 13.Auto-door.flw
b. Video: 13.Auto-door.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the use of gears and 

guide pulleys
b. Understand the “Reset” 

operation of projects

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the program starts 

running, the auto-door wi l l  be 
closed firstly. Then it will be opened automatically once door opening switch is 
detected. When the door is in opening status, if the door closing switch is detected, 
the door will be closed automatically. During door opening and closing, yellow LED 
will be turned on. When door is closed, red LED is turned on. Similarly, green LED 
is turned on when door is open.

b. Replace two touch switched used in this project with one light sensor to 
realize below effects: when people approach the light sensor, the door will be 
opened automatically; Two seconds after the door is opened, the door will be 
closed if no object detected by the light sensor.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to the 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference program.
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cube x2 half cube x5 deam 300 x2 1# slab x2 2# slab x5

3# slab x1 4# slab x3 cube connector x3 short bolt x14 middle L connectorx16

tiny A connectorx6 ladder x1 12-tooth gear x2 28-tooth gear x1 tube S55 x2

tube SR20 x1 hub x1 pulley x1 thread x1 slide bearing x12

bearing x2 gear combination x3 guide wheel x8 magnetic switch x3 touch sensor x3

red light x1 green light x1 yellow light x1 motor x1 motor wire x1

magnet x1 controller x1
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1 2(20)

x6x1

(300)

x2x2

Top view
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3x8 5x24x2

x12x2x8x8
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6 7

x1

(20)

x1 x1

Magnet
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8 9

x1

(SR20)

x1x1

(12)

x1 x1 x2 x2 x2
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10 11
x3

x2

(20)

x2 x3x3x6x3x3

(red)

x1

(green)

x1

(yellow)

(yellow/green/red)

x1
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12x2 15

x2 x4

13

x1 x1 x1

(20)

x1

(12)

x1

(S55)

x2

14

x1

(12/28)(28)

x3

x1

(20)

x1

Top view

①

②

③

④
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(20)16 17

x1 x1x3

yellow

red

green
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18 19

x1x1

①

②

③
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20

I/O 0

I/O 7 (yellow)

I/O 8 (red)

I/O 6 (green)

I/O 3

I/O 4

I/O 5

DC 0

I/O 1

I/O 2

A. Reference File
a. Program: 14.Elevator.flw
b. Video: 14.Elevator.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the use of pulley drive
b. Master the use of “Reset” operation 

for a project
c. Learn to use “System Time” and 

“Reset Time” blocks
d.  Understand the re lat ion among 

variable name, port number and judgment.

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the project is built, make sure the car of the elevator can reach 

the 1st floor. When the program starts running, the car will come back to the 
first floor firstly, this is the reset operation. Then the car will move the specific 
floor where its related touch switch is pressed. When the car leaves a certain 
floor, the light for this floor will be switched off. Accordingly, the light for the 
destination floor will be switched on when the car arrives there.

b. Question: Is it necessary to confirm the rotating direction when the 
speed value of the motor is positive or negative? Have we confirmed the 
direction in the reference program?

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 

program.
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cube x3 half cube x6 1# slab x6 4# slab x1 cube connector x2

short bolt x9 middle L connectorx8 middle H connectorx2 middle A connectorx2 12-tooth gear x4

28-tooth gear x2 tube S40 x4 tube S55 x2 tube SR40 x2 hub x2

tire x2 slide bearing x2 bearing x4 gear combination x6 wheel combination x1

light sensor x2 red light x1 motor x2 motor wire x2 controller x1
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1 2

3

x1x1x1x2x1x1

(20) (12)

x1

(12/28)

x3x1x1x1

(28) (S55) (SR40)

x1

(12)
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4 5

x2x1 x1 x1 x1x1x1
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6 7

8

(12/28)

x3x1x1x1

(28) (S55) (SR40)

x1

(12)

x1x1x1x2x1x1

(20) (12)

x1
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9 10

x2x1 x1 x1 x1x1x1
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11 12

x2 x1 x1
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13 14

x2x2x6x2 x1

(20)

x2
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(20)15 16

x1x1 x1x1
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x1

17 18

x4

(S40)(20)

x4
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19

I/O 1 
(Light sensor)

DC 0
DC 1

A. Reference File
a. Program: 15.Auto-car.flw
b. Video: 15.Auto-car.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the use of differential drive
b. Master the use of EEPROM

C. Debug Instructions
a. Prepare in below sequence:
1) The white ground on which the car will 

move should be pasted with black lines (line 
width of 2 cm). To improve the success rate, make the white ground as white as 
possible and the black lines as black as possible. 

2) Detect return values of each light sensor when the specific sensor is on 
the white floor and black lines respectively, via the “AI” function of the Econ102 
controller. Then calculate the critical values of the two sensors and store them in 
EE0 and EE1 respectively.

3) Put the car on the black line, and make sure the black line is between the 
two specified sensors when we look down from the upper part of the car. After 
the program starts running, the car will walk along the black line.

b. Why a LED is added between the two light sensors used? If we take 
away the LED, will there be any difference during car moving? Check it out and 
tell the reason if any difference exists.

c. Replace light sensor with grayscale sensors, then debug the project.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to “Readme” 

block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference program.

I/O 0 
(Light sensor)

I/O 2 
(Red light)
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cube x80 half cube x8 slope cube x1 beam 300 x2 1# slab x5

2# slab x2 cube connector x9 short bolt x8 long bolt x4 middle L connector x12

tiny A connector x12 ladder x7 14-tooth gear x1 52-tooth gear x1 12-tooth couplerx1

rack x3 long square tube x1 slide bearing x11 guide wheel x6 black bottle x1

white bottle x1 green bottle x1 spindle combinationx1 leading screw x1 5:1 gear case x6

1:1 gear case Ax2 1:1 gear case Bx2 magnetic switch x3 counter x2 electromagnet x1

motor x3 motor wire x3 magnet x3 controller x1
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1x2 (300)

x2x8 x4

2

x3

①

②

③
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3x6 4

x6 x2 x1 x1 x1x6

5

x8

x1x1x2x1

(14)

x1x2
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6 7

x3 x1 x1 x1x8 x1x2x1x4
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8 9

x2 x1x1 x1 x1 x1 x1x2
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10 11

x3 x2
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12 13

x1x1x2
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14

x1x1x1x1x2x1

(20) (12) (52)
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15

x6
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16

x1x2x2
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17 18x2

x16 x2x1 x1 x1x1x1x1

(20) (80)

x2x5
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2019

x2x2x2x2
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2221

x1x2

x1 x2

(20)

x1x2

Magnet
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23

x1x1x4x2

Magnet
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x2 x1 x2 x1 x1

2524
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27

28

x4x1

26

x4
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32

31

x3

(30)

x8

29x4 30

x4

x3

(30)
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x3

(20)

x1x12

33 3534

x1

(20)
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36

x3x1

(green)

x1

(white)

x1

(black)

Bottle
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37

I/O 0 (Magnetic switch)

I/O 2 
(Magnetic switch)

I/O 1 (Magnetic switch)

I/O 3 (Counter)I/O 4 (Counter)

DC 0

DC 1

DC 2

A. Reference File
a. Program: 16.Industrial robot.flw
b. Video: 16.Industrial robot.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Be familiar with the concept of DOF 

(Degree of Freedom)
b. Master the use of rotating counter 

and electromagnet

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the program starts running, reset operation is implemented 

firstly (Lift the fork, then horizonmenal DOF and rotating DOF move to 
positions where magnets are fixed). When they are in reset positions, the 
electromagnet should be just above the colored bottle it is going to pick 
up. Then the workflow of the industrial arm is as below: electromagnet 
goes down to pick the bottle and lifts the bottle up, then arm of the robot 
moves horizontally to the destination area and the arm moves down to 
release the bottle. The process of pick-drop behavior is implemented 
repeatedly.

b. During project debugging, use the motor interface of the controller 
to test the performance of each DOF.

c. If the colorred bottle can not be pitched successfully, it means the 
reset position of the fork is overhigh or overlow. So users should adjust 
the position of the magnet specific for the fork or length of disclosed 
portions of the magnet, or adjust both.

d.Summary: How to set the target value for the rotary counter?
   
D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 
program.
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cube x6 half cube x1 slope cube x1 small slab x4 1# slab x6

3# slab x3 4# slab x4 cube connector x3 short bolt x14 middle L connectorx9

middle H connectorx7 small A connector x4 tiny A connectorx4 12-tooth gear x11 20-tooth gear x1

28-tooth gear x5 52-tooh gear x6 tube S20 x4 tube S40 x5 tube S55 x10

bearing x17 gearing combination x9 5:1 gear case x4 1:1 gear case Ax1 1:1 gear case Bx4

magnetic switch x1 counter x2 motor x4 motor wire x4 magnet x1

controller x1
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1 2(20)

x2

(20)

x2x2x1
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3 4

x2

(20)

x1x3
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5 6

x1

(12) (28) (12/28)(S55)

x1 x4 x3 x1 x1 x1

①

②

③

④

⑤
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7 8

x2 x4 x1x1x2

(12) (28) (52)

x1 x1 x1

Magnet
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9 10

x1x2x1x1 x1 x2x1x1 x1
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11 12

x2x1

(20) (S55)

x2x3 x1

(12) (52)

x1 x1
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13 14

x1 x3x1

(12) (28) (12/28)

x1 x1 x1 x2x3

①

②

③

④

⑤
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15 16

x1x1x2x3x1x3 x1x1x2x1

(12) (52)

x1 x1
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(20)17 18

x1 x2x1 x1x1

(S55)

x3
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19 20

x1x1x1

(12) (52)

x1 x3x1

(12) (28) (12/28)

①
②

③

④
⑤
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21 22

x1x1

(12) (52)(20)

x1 x2x1 x1
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23 24

x1 x1
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(20)25 26

x1x1 x1x2 x1x1x1 x1x2

(12) (20) (28) (S20) (S40)
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27 28

x1

(S20)

x2 x2 x1

29 30

(S20)

x2 x2

x1x1x1x1

(12) (52)
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8

(20) (S40)31 32

x1 x2x2
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33 34(20) (S40)

x2x2 x4x1
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35

I/O 2
(Counter)

I/O 1
(Counter)

DC 0

DC 1

DC 2

DC 3 A. Reference File
a. Program: 17.Mechanical arm.flw
b. Video: 17.Mechanical arm.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Master the use of “or” operator in the 

program
b. Master the use of key operation of the 

controller

C. Debug Instructions
a. After the program starts running, reset 

the project by manual operation. Adjust the positions of three DOFs using “Left 
key” , “Right key” and “Enter Key” respectively, just make sure the arm can seize 
items in a relatively ideal position. The ideal position for this project is shown as 
below: Magnet (on the bottom panel ) for the rotation DOF is close to the 
electromagnet (which is close to the bottom panel); second DOF (bottom to top) 
is in the status of 45 degrees, and third DOF (arm) is in the status of 135 
degrees (the arm is in the horizontal position at this degree). 

b. The arm has three actions: seize, release and reset. In the reference 
program, the three actions are shown as three subprograms.

c. Add one reset position for each DOF and realize automation reset 
function. Have a try by yourself.

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to “Readme” 

block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference program.

I/O 0
(Magnetic switch)
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cube x70 half cube x25 beam 240 x1 3# slab x1

4# slab x5 cube connector x6 short bolt x9 long bolt x2

middle L connectorx4 middle H connectorx8 tiny A connector x10 ladder x12

worm x1 slide bearing x12 leading screw x3 5:1 gear case x3

magnetic switch x3 counter x2 motor x4 motor wire x4

magnet x3 controller x1
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1 (20)

x4x3 x6
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2

x4
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3 4

x4 x6
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5x6 6x3

x9 x6 x12 x3x12x42
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7

x3 x2 x1 x1 x1
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x1x2x1

8 9
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10

12

11

x3 x1 x1

x1

x1 x1 x1x1x1 x2

Magnet
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13 14

x1x2x1x4 x2 x1
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15

x2
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(20)16 17

x2 x1x2x1x2

Magnet

Magnet
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x2x2

(240)(30)

x1

18
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19 20

x1 x1 x1x1x3
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21 22

x1x2x1x2x2
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23 24

x1x1x1x1x2 x1

Magnet
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25
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26

x4
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DC 0 (x axis)

I/O 0 (x axis)

I/O 3 (x axis)

I/O 4 (y axis)
I/O 1 (y axis)

I/O 2 (z axis)

DC 1 (y axis)

DC 2 (z axis)

DC 3 

A. Reference File
a. Program: 18.NC machine.flw
b. Video: 18.NC machine.mp4

B. Learning Goals
a. Learn to control the rotary counter 

precisely

C. Debug Instructions
a. Define three lead screws used in this 

project as the x axis, y axis and z axis of a 
rectangular coordinate system, reset position 

as the coordinate origin, stretch directions as positive positions.
b. Reset operation will be executed once the program starts running: z 

axis moves upward, x axis and y axis can reset themselves at the same 
time. Once the reset position is finished, the controller will make some beeps 
suggesting workpiece should be added to the platform. Then the system 
starts the processing for the added workpiece. 

c. Refer to the movement principle of a real machining center, and try to 
understand the principles of point processing, line processing and surface 
processing respectively.

d. Question: Is it possible to have the NC machine write down your 
name, how to realize this?

D. Wiring should be done as below. Users can also refer to 

“Readme” block adjacent to the “Main” block in the reference 

program.
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Cube x84 Half cube x30 Slope cube x8 Beam 240 x1 Beam 300 x2 Small slab x10 1# Slab x6 2# Slab x5 3# Slab x3

4# Slab x5 Cube connector x15 Short bolt x18 Long bolt x4 Middle L connectorx26 Middle H connector x8 Middle A connectorx3 Small A connector x6 Tiny A connector x14

Tube R40 x2 Tube R80 x2 Ladder x12 12-tooth gear x13 14-tooth gear x2 20-tooth gear x2 28-tooth gear x6 52-tooth gear x6 Worm x1

12-tooth coupler x1 Rack x4 Tube S20 x6 Tube S40 x7 Tube S55 x12 Tube S80 x4 Short square tube x1 Long square tube x1 Tube SR20 x3

Tube SR40 x4 Tube RS20 x2 Belt wheel x2 Hub x2 Tire x2 Belt(20) x1 Pulley x2

Thread x2 Slide bearing x13 Guide wheel x10 Bearing x18 Gear 
combination x9 Spindle 

combination x2

Wheel 
combination x1 Leading screw x3 5:1 Gear case x6 1:1 Gear case A x2 1:1 Gear case B x4 Magnetic switch x3 Touch sensor x3

Joint x4

Black bottle x1 White bottle x1 Green bottle x1

Material list

Temperature sensor x1Magnet x5



Material list
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Light sensor x2 Counter x2

Motor x4 Motor wire x4 Controller x1 CD x1
Project building Manual x1
Spiral wrapping band x1
Adapter x1
Data line x1

Grayscale sensor x1 Sound sensor x1 Flame sensor x1

FloorFloor Sound flameFlame

Red light x1 Green light x1 Yellow light x1 Electromagnet x1
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